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Climate and sustainability are heated topics nowadays, especially at Harvard. Even though 

there are plenty of resources across Harvard, few people know them well. To be fair, some 

people know what’s happening in their schools, clubs, or projects. But there are multiple 

similar initiatives in different Harvard schools that work in silos. How can we create 

synergies across these different initiatives and schools to better drive the 

climate/sustainability agenda? How can we make the resources more accessible to the 

broader community? 

With this question in mind, we initiated the Collating Climate/Sustainability Resources 

Across Harvard Project in November 2022. Our goal is to facilitate information exchange 

and enable activity planning, information sharing and research collaboration across 

Harvard with a one-stop, easy-to-use platform. We will focus on what we have and can do 

on climate & sustainability by collating University-wide resources.  

In the project, we identified 4 major stakeholders:  

1. Harvard schools that: 

a. Offer academic courses on climate/sustainability 

b. Provide administrative support for clubs and programs 

2. Student Clubs that: 

a. Initiate activity and discussions focusing on different perspectives of 

climate/sustainability 

b. Provide platforms and information for students interested in specific 

climate/sustainability topics 

3. Programs/Funding that:  

a. Support research and provide hands-on experience for scholars and 

students who have specific interests in climate/sustainability 

b. Fund on-going projects/initiatives to reduce environmental impact 

4. Offices (e.g. Office for Sustainability, i-Lab) that develop and implement 

climate/sustainability campaigns and initiatives 

The key inputs for this project will be Content and Contact.  

• Content: Instead of generating original content, we will use materials that are 

generated and updated by school/club/program representatives. For visibility and 



accuracy, content will be displayed on the AirTable platform, which should be 

updated bi-annually. 

• Contact: We will provide organizational emails to the public. Name and email of 

representative could be provided upon request, and AirTable has the ability to 

integrate scheduling tools which we believe should be linked in the future.  

AirTable Gallery of Climate Resources at Harvard: 

https://airtable.com/shrBwdXUwfnvcqHQV/tblkpKhaLjo7iZszx 

 

 

Now the Gallery is open to the Harvard community. To help us continuously improve it, 

please kindly share with us if you find anything: 

1. Useful - https://airtable.com/shrpAfgKh5zHd5on2 

2. Missing - https://airtable.com/shrpgJVjDzEJYoD9B 

3. Inaccurate -  https://airtable.com/shrBbdlnqbJQNiaz6 

Thank you!  
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